
With the filling for the bottletop inserted... 
1. Fit the scallop shape around the bottletop..adjust  -trim or  stretch a little to fit if necessary...allowing  a small seam 

allowance.

2. Decorate the edge of the scallop with Blanket stitches-
Perle 12 or Two strands stranded cotton.

3. Decorate under edge and 1/4" below  edge  with Chain stitches or Seeding stitch  and small clusters of French knots and 
Lazy Daisy stitches.(2 strands)

4. Stitch a small seam in the short edge, right sides together matching the scallop dips as you can.
5. Turn the tube out to the right side.

6. Insert the filled Bottletop into the tube. 
7. Gather the  edge under the bottletop into a circle to fit...secure with overcasting.

8. Place the covered felt cardboard circle on the underside and with the wrong sides touching work a row of chain stitch (one 
strand) around the bottom edge to hold in place...catching together as you stitch.(if you have some glue you could glue the card  

inside to the bottom of the bottletop to hold in place but this is not essential.
When all is secure pull up the scallops or Picots to form a collar. 

9. Work a few extra knots into the French knot decorated  edge to hold in place.
 10. Pull up the scallops firmly into a collar as you catch along the decorated edge. 

11. Add a decorative Cotton felt leaf, flower, bead etc as you like...a little twist of twisted cord is also a nice addition.
My compliments!  ...Brenda Ryan 2010

Cut one Cotton Felt circle for main ball of pincushion..
if the circle size is not possible a tube can be made 
from a smaller scrap and stitched across the sides 

to make a cylinder to fill.

Cut one Cotton Felt strip scallop or the picot edge if preferred  for side of pincushion.
*Note:Be prepared to alter the size to suit the ball in the your bottletop.

Decorate the strip as in the diagrams to the left.

Decorations for top of 
Pincushion.

Blanket stitch the edges.!
Perle 12 or one strand 

stranded cotton.
Place the leaf under the flower 

and
 attach with a bead or a tiny 

circle of cotton felt.

Cut one from card
Cut one felt circle 1/4" wider 

all around.
Gather felt onto card firmly.

Cut one 
from firm

 card.

Thimblestitch....presents... 

“Cottage Garden- ‘Daisy Cotton Felt”

This felted cotton  is a delight to use, soft and 

yet firm enough not to pill.

It will gather into a very small round. 

Many of these little trifles can be made with one  

daisy Cotton felt “Rosette” 

Suggested decorations for 
edgings.

I used Tops from
 Brown Bros.

 Wines or
 “Rosella” Sauce 

bottles.
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